
At the end of this steep ramp is the entrance to an 
underground structure of narrow tunnels. It was built at the 
beginning of World War Two as a place where 200 people 
could shelter from exploding bombs but many more would 
have crowded in if Padiham had been attacked.

Bombing raids were usually at night. On hearing the warning 
siren people had to leave their homes and fi nd their way to 
the shelter. This had to be done in total darkness because 
lights attracted enemy bombers. Walking down this ramp is 
diffi cult in daylight but imagine what it would have been like 
in the dark. 

It was assumed that air raids on towns like Padiham would 
be over quickly and shelters lacked the facilities needed for 
longer stays. Seating was probably provided by wooden 
planks that ran along the tunnel walls. Similar shelters had a 
bucket or portable chemical toilet at the end of the tunnels. 
A simple curtain provided modesty.

People crowded in until they reached the tunnel ends. 
Unusually, the tunnels had electric lights. They were very 
faint and darkness still fi lled the wide spaces between lights. 
If a bomb destroyed the electric supply the tunnels would 
have been plunged into total darkness.

The shelter provided protection from the deadly fl ying 
shrapnel and rubble of a ‘near miss’ but it would not have 
survived a direct hit. Emergency exits were built into the 
tunnel roof. If the entrance/exit was blocked the only escape 
was to climb a vertical ladder located above the toilet and 
climb through a manhole into the park. 

No bombs were dropped on Padiham but air raids were 
considered a constant and real threat. See     opposite.
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    This shelter was probably built 
by Archie Sullivan, Harry Riley and 
George Helm. The same team of 
workmen built a similar shelter at 

St John’s Road, Padiham. The photograph was taken when 
the men were assembling the roof of a tunnel, at St John’s 
Road, from the same type of concrete panels that were used 
in Memorial Park. The park tunnels are the same width. In the 
photograph only one person could have stood next to Harry.

      The size and layout of Memorial Park’s shelter can be seen 
in the cut-out drawing. From above, the tunnels make a capital 
‘E’ shape. The men dug trenches to form the ‘E’ shaped outline 
before lining the walls and fl oor with precast concrete panels. 
Steel frames were inserted in each tunnel for reinforcement 
and further concrete panels were used for the roof. Finally, 
the excavated earth from the trenches was placed on top.

      &      Taken in 2011, the photographs show the concrete 
and steel frame construction. Conduit for the electric lights is 
attached to the tunnel walls. 

     Is a view from the middle tunnel looking to the entrance 
and out to the steep ramp. These shelters did not have doors.
The steel gate was added later to prevent access. 

  
    Today the tunnels are home to a colony of brown long 

eared bats. They are certainly better suited to the dark tunnels 
than the intended users of the shelter.

      
     Foot note:   Bombing Decoy centres were established to fool night 

bombers into dropping their bombs on open moorland. Padiham 
was always at risk of a stray bomb from bombers attracted to Decoy 
C22E on Hambledon, just a 30 second fl ight from Memorial Park.
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